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Highlights in spring 2019 
In this press release, you will find a selection from our HABA spring 2019 

range. You can obtain an overview of all new products in our spring brochure. 

If you need image files, you can download them via the following link: 

www.haba.de/spielwarenmesse-2019

Best regards 

Julia Roth
HABA Public Relations 
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For 80 years, HABA has been developing toys that make children‘s eyes sparkle. The company 
not only attaches great importance to design, quality and safety, but also has a clear educational 
claim: HABA products provide children with fun, age-appropriate support with their development, 
right from the start. Regardless of whether they train fine motor skills or concentration, foster 
linguistic or social development or stimulate fantasy and creativity, HABA products always provide 
hours of fun. Children don‘t even realize they are learning while playing. 

The anniversary campaign entitled “80 years, 80 good deeds“ is going into the final phase
Together with the entire HABA Family of Companies, HABA is celebrating its 80th anniversary as a 
corporate brand right from the start. In April 2018, the big anniversary campaign called “80 years, 
80 good deeds“ came into being, continuing until April 2019. The HABA Family of Companies has 
already accomplished a whole host of very varied good deeds. You will find detailed information 
on this in the anniversary blog at www.80gutetaten.de

About the HABA Family of Companies
Now in its third generation, the family business, which operates worldwide, enriches families and 
social, public and private organizations with a wide range of high-quality products in the areas of 
games, education, fashion, furniture, health and lifestyle. The Family of Companies has its head-
quarters in Bad Rodach, uniting ten corporate brands under one roof including HABA, JAKO-O 
and Wehrfritz, and employs a total of over 2,000 staff.
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Ball Tracks and Play Tracks
Age: 2  -8 

•  suited to free play and perfect 
for combining with all Kullerbü 
play tracks

•  promotes the capacity to react 
and fine motor skills

•  trains color assignment through 
playing

Kullerbü – Ship Ahoy Bouncing 
Pounder
304816

Material: beech, plywood, plastic. 
Dimensions: L 49,5 x W 11,6 x 
H 24,5 cm. Ø ball 4,6 cm.

•  playing fun with learning effect: fosters first color 
assignment and first counting

•  exciting play effects: “ball collector” and stop sign 
for stowing the balls

•  perfect for combining with all other Kullerbü ball 
tracks

Kullerbü – Ball Track Number 
and Color Rally
304803

Material: beech, plywood, plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø ball 4,6 cm.

• marks on the 
columns 
aid easy 
assembling

• Click and plug = easy set up

•  clever click 
system for 
sturdy play

Knock, knock, knock... which ball 
belongs in which hole? Finding 
this out is heaps of fun: if the 
Captain Karl ball is knocked 
through the blue ring, it rings a 
bell in the hull of the ship. And if 
the green ball falls through the 
hole with the green ring, then it 
plops directly into a sleek ball-
convertible, which is already 
waiting to drive on. So the Ship 
Ahoy Bouncing Pounder is not 
only ideal for free play, but is also 
perfect for combining with other 
Kullerbü play tracks.

Ready, set… and off they go in the fun number and color rally! But of course they first 
have to give way to the stop sign. Then the balls race in turn along the steep ball curve 
and land one after the other – 1, 2, 3 – in the ball collector. The fourth ball, however, sim-
ply rolls over the others and causes the downfall of the numbers one after the other.

Welcome to Kullerbü! The large, flexibly expandable HABA play world offers 
children from 2 – 8 years the maximum fun playing and driving. It‘s no wonder 
that the brightly colorful ball and play tracks, theme sets, effect balls and 
vehicles have captured the hearts of children, and found their way into 
children‘s rooms all over the world. The different tracks and sets are easy to set 
up: The simple system of connecting elements ensures maximum stability when 
the tracks and curves are firmly joined together. The columns provide height 
and really get the big marbles going. Smaller children may need some help 
with assembling the parts, larger children will certainly want to experiment 
with the different parts themselves. 

•   maximum flexibility: Kullerbü ele-
ments are endlessly interchangeable

•   risk free play fun already from two 
years of age

•  numerous pieces and effects for 
maximum Kullerbü fun

•  different heights for maximum 
momentum

•  clever click system: durable slip-proof 
enjoyment
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Weeoooweeooo, the fire department is here! When there is a fire 
in Kullerbü, an alarm is triggered in the large fire station. The fire 
department helicopter lifts off from the roof of the fire station and 
Fireman Florian quickly slides down the fireman’s pole. After arri-
ving downstairs, he lands in the fire truck and races to the deploy-
ment location. The word there is: “Water on!” When all the fire 
blocks have fallen over, the fire is extinguished!

Fire alarm! Several trees are on fire right now – the fire red fire truck 
with fireman’s ladder must quickly take off to extinguish them! 
Depending on which side of the ladder truck races over the specta-
cular sound track or whether the water ball rolls over it, either fire 
sirens sound or the crackling of fire.

When there is a fire in Kullerbü, the fire department is quickly on 
hand, and the word is “Water on!” The water ball rolls down the 
ramp and lands on the roof of the hammer house. When it is tap-
ped there with the hammer down through the red ring, it races 
onto the straight track to overturn the fire blocks in no time and 
extinguish the fire.

The high-performance battery drive ensu-
res that the fire truck runs everywhere 
over the tracks. And when the drive is tur-
ned off, the fire truck can be pushed for-
ward manually.

Age: 2  -8 

•  maximum driving fun: Thanks to an 
ingenious battery drive, the fire truck 
runs by itself over the tracks

•  one vehicle, two modes of operation: 
high-performance 4-wheel drive and 
manual operation.

•  fantastic complement to all Kullerbü play 
tracks

•  battery-saving: Fire truck stops automati-
cally after 1 minute

Kullerbü – Battery Fire 
Truck
304819
   
Material: plastic. 
Dimensions: Fire truck 
L 10,5 x W 5,7 x H 6,4 cm. 
Battery not included 
(1x 9V).

Ball Tracks and Play Tracks

Welcome to Kullerbü! The large, flexibly expandable HABA 
play world for children from 2 – 8 years now offers even 
more action:  the new, large fire station play track will 
delight children with a multitude of play effects and 
details. In the fire alarm sound play track, the integrated 
sound track creates realistic siren noises or the crackling of 
fire. Combine the two play tracks with the fire department 
hammer house theme set for a giant fire department play 
world that guarantees maximum fun playing. Also among 
the new products are battery-operated vehicles, including 
a fire truck, which can be moved forward using a powerful 
4-wheel drive or manually.  

•  maximum play and rolling fun for little 
fire department fans

•  with fantastic play effects: helicopter lan-
ding pad, ball chute, and vehicle hall with 
room for up to 3 fire trucks

•  brings even more action to Kullerbü play
•  perfect for combination with all Kullerbü 

play tracks

Kullerbü – Play Track 
Fire Station
304847

Material: beech, plywood, 
plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø balls 4,6 cm.

Weeoooweeooo, the fire department is here! When there is a fire 

•  action and sound effect: Sound track 
causes fire sirens or crackling of fire to 
sound

•  realistic noises at a pleasant volume
•  fantastic complement to the Kullerbü 

Play Track Fire Station (304847) and 
theme set Fire Department Hammer 
House (304850)

Kullerbü – Sound Play 
Track Fire Alarm
304830

Material: beech, plywood, 
plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø ball 4,6 cm.

Fire alarm! Several trees are on fire right now – the fire red fire truck 

•  fantastic complement to the Kullerbü 
Play Track Fire Station (304847) and 
Sound Play Track Fire Alarm (304830)

•  also perfectly suited to free play
•  fosters capacity to react and fine 

motor skills
•  great gift idea for a birthday or 

anytime

Kullerbü – Theme Set 
Fire Department Ham-
mer House
304850
   

Material: beech, plywood, 
plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø ball 4,6 cm.
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•  includes sophisticated tow 
truck for all Kullerbü vehicles

•  can be combined with all Kul-
lerbü play tracks

•  also perfectly suited to free 
play

•  great gift idea for a birthday 
or for any time

Kullerbü – Theme Set Scrap 
Yard
304782

Material: beech, plywood, plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø ball 4,6 cm. 

•  all Kullerbü vehicles can be 
hooked onto the towing 
hook and towed away

•  cool addition to any Kullerbü 
play track

•  also perfectly suited to free 
play

Kullerbü – Tow Truck
304792

Material: beech, plastic. Dimensions: 
Tow truck L 11 x W 5,7 cm. 

•  maximum driving fun: Thanks 
to an ingenious battery drive, 
the truck runs by itself over 
the tracks

•  one vehicle, two modes of 
operation: high-performance 
4-wheel drive and manual 
operation

•  truck and trailer with flexible 
magnetic coupling

•  ball rotates in the trailer
•  battery-saving: truck stops 

automatically after 1 minute
•  fantastic complement to all 

Kullerbü play tracks

Kullerbü – Battery Truck with 
Trailer
304820

Material: plastic, beech. Dimensions: 
Truck (incl. trailer) L 20,2 x W x 5,7 x 
H 6,6 cm, Ø ball 4,6 cm. Battery not 
included (1x 9V). 

Ball Tracks and Play Tracks
Age: 2  -8 

•  brings even more action to 
Kullerbü play

•  can be combined with all 
Kullerbü play tracks

•  with cool play effects: crash 
ramp, crash car, crash ball, 
and prisms to crash into

Kullerbü – Play Track Crash 
Test
304802

Material: beech, plywood, plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø ball 4,6 cm. 

The Kullerbü vehicles always race around the tracks at high 
speed. But even they sometimes have a breakdown or an acci-
dent. Then they have to go to the workshop ... and if that 
doesn’t help any more, some of them end up at the scrap yard. 
There they are transported by towing master Anton with his tow 
truck.

Ready, set ... are you prepared for the big crash test? No one is 
better suited than Steven, the brave Kullerbü stuntman: he 
speeds over the crash ramp with his crash car. And because it gets 
stuck there, Steven is thrown out of the car and crashes into the 
kaleidoscopic blocks. Crash test passed! And right away it starts 
all over again …

In Kullerbü, the vehicles are always racing around – and if they 
do have a breakdown or an accident, then this is a job for 
towing master Anton. With his yellow tow truck he quickly trans-
ports all broken Kullerbü vehicles to the nearest workshop.

The high-performance battery drive moves the truck and trailer every-
where over the tracks. And when the drive is turned off, the truck can 
be pushed forward manually.

Age: 
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•  camper with removable roof, 
operable  door and folding 
bench seat

•  includes fantastic camping  
accessories like deckchairs and 
awning

•  an invitation to play creatively
•  expandable, flexible Little 

Friends play world full of variety

Little Friends – Play Set Cam-
per Vacation
304740

Contents:  All-terrain vehicle with 
momentum push-and-go motor and 
rear bench seat, camper and 
detachable awning, 2 chairs and a 
Little Friends boy figure. 
Material: plastic, polyester. 
Dimensions: caravan approx. L 20 x 
W 12 x H 15,5 cm. 

•  an invitation to play creatively
•  great companion set to the 

Little Friends Play Set Camper 
Vacation (304740)

•  expandable, flexible Little 
Friends play world full of 
variety

Little Friends – Play Set Cam-
ping Trip
304749

Contents:  2 reversible sleeping bags, 
1 tent, 1 campfire, 1 Little Friends 
girl. 
Material: beech, plastic, polyester. 
Dimensions: tent approx. L 14,5 x 
W 14,5 x H 11 cm. 

The Little Friends are smart, sweet as candy ... and real friends throughout childhood. The bendable plastic dolls are 
right there when children want to play. With these dolls, children can replay scenes from their everyday lives, be 
immersed in role play games, express their feelings and deal with their experiences. In short, the Little Friends are not 
only cute playmates, they also assist children in their development. 

Now the giant world of Little Friends games will be expanded to include the exciting world of vacations & travel. With 
the Play Set Camping Trip, the Little Friends are heading into the great outdoors, and with the Play Set Holiday Trip, 
which includes a Jeep and a caravan, the Little Friends go on vacation in comfort.

•  expandable, flexible Little Friends play 
world full of variety

Age: 3  + Dolls and theme worlds
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•  includes scenery made 
from stiff card 
(Dimensions: approx. 
36 x 14 cm)

Little Friends – Colin
304743

•  includes scenery made 
from stiff card 
(Dimensions: approx. 
36 x 14 cm)

Little Friends – Marc
304744

•  includes scenery made 
from stiff card 
(Dimensions: approx. 
36 x 14 cm)

Little Friends – Tina
304745

Little Friends – Ariane
304746

Little Friends – Sebastian
304747

Little Friends – Mom 
Ines
304741

Little Friends – Papa 
Karsten
304742

Little Friends – Baby 
Nora
304748

Inhalt:  Baby Nora, 1 pull-
cart, 1 sand bucket. 

Little Friends – Dog 
Leika
304750

Little Friends – Brown & 
Tricolor Puppy
304751

Inhalt:  2 puppies, 1 dog bas-
ket, 1 blanket, 3 frisbees. 

Little Friends – 
Elephant
304755

Little Friends – Baby 
elephant
304756

Little Friends – Lion
304752

Little Friends – Giraffe
304754

Little Friends – Zebra
304753

Age: 3  + 

•  expandable, flexible Little Friends play world full of 
variety

Dolls and theme 
worlds
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•  perfect fit for the 32cm, 12“  doll puppets 304888 
and 304889

•  excellent workmanship and easy to put on or take off
•  easy-care, cold water washable  at 30°C

Age: 1½  + 

Dress Set Meadow 
Enchantment
304584

Contents:  1 dress, 1 pair of 
pants, 1 hat. 
Material: polyester. 

Age: 1½  + 

Dress Set Autumn Wind
304585

Contents:  1 jacket, 1 scarf, 
1 bag. 
Material: polyester. 

Age: 1½  + 

Dress Set Riding dream
304582

Contents:  1 sweater, 1 pair of 
trousers, 1 vest, 1 riding cap. 
Material: polyester. 

Age: 1½  + 

Dress Set Summer Dream
304583

Contents:  1 dress, 1 t-shirt, 
1 hairband. 
Material: polyester. 

Age: 3  + 

Dress Set Ballet Dream
304581

Contents:  1 jumpsuit, 1 tulle 
skirt, 1 jacket, 2 legwarmers. 
Material: polyester. 

Dolls and accessories
With Clea and Elisa, HABA is taking its range of dolls in a new direction. These two play dolls with head and limbs 
made of vinyl attached to a soft fabric body perfectly complement the popular HABA rag dolls for toddlers. The new 
play dolls provide companionship for children from the age of three upwards during a new phase of their lives, in 
which role play, communication and the development of social skills become increasingly important. In addition, they 
exert appeal by virtue of their modern yet timeless outfits and especially the natural, life-like design; their bodies are 
modeled on the proportions of a child. Children can easily identify with these dolls and let their imagination and 
creativity run free.    

Play Doll Clea
304888
    
Complete with dress, jacket, 
underpants, shoes and hair tie. 
Vinyl head and limbs, padded 
body, chenille hair. Materials: 
polyester, plastic. Dimensions: 
32 cm tall. 

•  natural, life-like design: doll bodies are modeled on the propor-
tions of a child

•  soft fabric body
•  ideal playmate for children aged 3 and upwards
•  perfect for creative parent-child role-playing games
•  modern clothing which can be put on and removed as often as 

the owner likes

Play Doll Elisa
304889
    
Complete with sweater, tulle 
skirt, leggings, shoes and hair-
band. Vinyl head and limbs, 
padded body, chenille hair. 
Materials: polyester, plastic. 
Dimensions: 32 cm tall. 

Age: 3  + 
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Doll Mali
2141
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 30 cm 
tall. 

Doll Connie
302642
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 30 cm 
tall. 

Doll Matze
2142

Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 30 cm 
tall. 

Age: 1  + 

Comfort Doll Julika
304578
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 20 cm 
tall. 

Comfort Doll Rike
304579
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 20 cm 
tall. 

Comfort Doll Liv
304580
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 20 cm 
tall. 

Children need the full attention of and protection by 
adults, from the very beginning, as they make their 
way through life. It is nice for them to have a loyal 
little companion by their side. The HABA dolls of 
protection with their beautiful lockets are fantastic 
lucky charms that children can keep with them all 
their lives. And the special thing is that the lucky 
charm can be worn both by the doll and the children.   

Age: 1½  +  Dolls and accessories
The parents of these dolls always want the best for their little 
ones, so they are always lovingly cared for. They are given food, 
taken around and then to bed so that they can take a nap after 
lunch. You will find everything that the moms and dads of the 
dolls could need in the lovingly-designed series of dolly furniture 
called Tulpentraum, or Tulip Dreams.  

•  suitable for all HABA dolls
•  ideal for role play by young doll parents

Doll’s Wardrobe Tulip Dream
304861

Contents:  1 shelf, 1 pole, 3 hangers. 
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 46 x 42 x 20 cm. 

Doll’s Bed Tulip Dream
304858
    
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 26 x 45 x 20 cm. 

Doll’s Table Tulip Dream
304857
    
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 20,5 x 19,5 x 
18 cm. 

Doll’s Chair Tulip Dream
304860
    
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 16 x 16 x 22 cm.

Doll’s High Chair Tulip Dream
304859
    
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: 23 x 18 x 43 cm. 

•  fits the Tulip Dream doll’s bed 
304858

•  machine washable in cold water, 
air dry

Doll’s Bed Linen Spring Magic
304863
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: bed cover 26 x 33 cm. 

Age: 1½  + 

•  suitable for all dolls’ clothes HABA classic dolls

Comfort Dolls
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Wooden toys for children

Wood is one of the most natural and beautiful raw materials available to mankind. It is therefore only to be expected that 
wooden toys have been part of the HABA range since the company was founded 80 years ago. 

Since 2010, HABA wooden products have carried the PEFC seal, which proves that wood used in their manufacture has 
been sourced from sustainable forestry in Germany. The processed beech and birch wood comes from forests that are 
within 150 kilometers (100 miles) of the company’s headquarters in Bad Rodach (Bavaria). 

Most of our wooden toys are also made in Bad Rodach. Wood mechanics, woodturners, painters and a whole host of other 
craftsmen and women make sure that timber is transformed into colorful toys that make children’s eyes gleam with 
delight. 

When choosing materials, we at HABA attach great importance to the highest quality, and processing of them is constantly 
monitored, both in-house and at the premises of our suppliers. In the case of wooden toys, for example, mechanical safety 
tests such as impact and drop as well as testing for resistance to saliva and perspiration are performed as a matter of 
course. The toys therefore have to undergo a lot of testing before they get into the hands of children.

The games are becoming more and more colorful – solvent-free 
and water-based.

For the HABA Family of Com-
panies, being environmentally-
friendly is a top priority and is 
also reflected in efforts to 
protect native animals. At the 
company headquarters in Bad 
Rodach, there are several tall 
buildings, like silos for wood 
chips and high rack warehou-
ses. Nesting boxes have been 
built up there, and they are 
used year after year by kest-
rels, swifts and other birds.

Fun by the meter - individual 
figures for HABA games are 
created from these strips of 
wood. To do this, the profiles 
are sawn into discs and then 
sanded to smooth out the 
edges and surfaces.
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•  individually adjustable brake
•  squeaker on the handlebar 

and entertaining rattling 
sound as it is pushed along

•  includes transporter seat for 
cuddly animals, dolls and 
other toys

10 +  months

Walker Wagon Clickety-clack 
speedster
304793
    
Materials: birch plywood, beech, 
wheels with plastic tread. 
Dimensions: L 42 x W 34 x H 49,5 cm. 

Explorer car Anton
304739
    
Materials: beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: car 7,2 x 8 x 5,5 cm. 

•  fosters fine motor skills and eye-hand coordination
•  appeals to the early childhood desire to explore

12 +  months

Explorer car Ben
304737
    
Materials: beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: car 7,2 x 10,5 x 5,5 cm. 

Explorer car Paul
304738
    
Materials: beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: car 7,2 x 8 x 5,5 cm. 

Age: 1½  + 

Threading game Caterpillar
304653

Contents:  2 caterpillar heads with 
threading cord, 2 discs, 1 triangle, 
1 oval, 1 square, 2 stars, 1 cogwheel, 
4 template cards (set of two, printed 
on both sides), 1 tactile bag, 1 set of 
instructions. 
Materials: beech, cardboard, polyester. 
Dimensions: caterpillar head 
Ø approx. 4,4 x 5,4 cm. 

•  creative arranging, building 
and play in countless varia-
tions

•  different colors make for 
great effects

•  includes 15 double-sided 
template cards of 3 varying 
levels of difficulty

Age: 2  -99 

3D Arranging Game Creative 
Stones
304854

Contents:  28 blocks, 15 template 
cards, 1 frame. 
Materials: plywood, beech. 
Dimensions: frame 20,5 x 20,5 cm. 

Wooden toys for children

•  beautifully designed wooden 
figures

•  includes 4 double sided template 
cards

•  game suggestion for 2 children
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•  fosters fine motor skills and strengthens grip
•  made of sturdy beech wood

•  2 bells

Age: 0  + 

Clutching toy Butterfly 
Magic
304726
    
Materials: beech, metal. 
Dimensions: 9 x 8 cm. 

•  5 plastic rings and 
2 rattling wooden beads

•  fits almost all stroller models 
and baby carriers

•  encourages baby to look and 
discover

Age: 0  + 

Pram decoration Multicolor
304634
    
Materials: beech, polyester. 
Dimensions: 70 cm length. 

•  with 3 rattle rings
•  nice welcome gift for babies

Age: 0  + 

Clutching toy Rattling Frog
304774
    

Material: beech, maple. 
Dimensions: Ø 9 cm. 

•  includes a  plastic ring
•  practical clip for attaching to 

baby’s clothing
•  babies simply adore its cheer-

ful, child-friendly design
•  mesmerizing to look at and 

play with

Pacifier chain Star Flight
304632
    
Materials: beech, plastic, polyester. 
Dimensions: 22 cm. 

Age: 0  + 

•  includes bells
•  practical clip for attaching to 

baby’s clothing
•  babies simply adore its 

cheerful, child-friendly design
•  mesmerizing to look at and 

play with

Pacifier chain Multicolor
304810
    
Materials: beech, plastic, polyester. 
Dimensions: 23 cm. 

Age: 0  + 

6 +  months

•  with 1 rattle ball

Clutching toy Octavi
304735
    
Materials: beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: approx. 8,5 x 7 cm. 

6 +  months

Clutching toy Color Balls
304732
    
Material: beech, maple. 
Dimensions: approx. 9,5 x 6,5 cm. 

•  entertaining rattle effect

Clutching toy Color Swirl
304729
    
Material: beech. 
Dimensions: Ø approx. 9,5 cm. 

6 +  months

Wooden toys for children
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Age: 0  + 

Pram decoration Star-studded 
Hearts
304772
    
Materials: polyester, plastic. 
Dimensions: 50 cm length. 

•  rattling plastic ring
•  integrated clips for attaching
•  fits almost all stroller models 

and baby carriers
•  encourages baby to look and 

discover

•  ingenious clatter motor
•  fosters fine motor skills
•  a source of fun that keeps baby in a good mood

6 +  months

Clatter figure Crocodile
304759
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: L 19 x W 8 x 
H 13,5 cm. 

•  relaxes the jaw muscles 
and is perfect for teething

•  different textures provide 
necessary oral stimulation

•  water filled for cooling

6 +  months

Clutching toy Mouse
302827
    
Material: plastic. 
Dimensions: 9 x 6 cm. 

•  fosters fine motor skills 
and reflexive clutching

•  mouse produces a 
cheerful squeak

•  2 in 1 - reversible toy

6 +  months

Clutching toy Maggy the 
Mouse
304722
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: 15 x 10 cm. 

•  different textures provide 
necessary oral stimulation

•  relaxes the jaw muscles 
and is perfect for teething

•  dishwasher proof

6 +  months

Clutching toy Color 
Interplay
304693
    
Material: silicone. 
Dimensions: approx. 
Ø 8,5 cm. 

•  head incorporates a bell
•  fosters fine motor skills 

and strengthens grip

6 +  months

Clutching toy Sunshine
304767
    
Material: polyester. 
Dimensions: approx. 
17 x 10 cm. 

Every year, the HABA designers create lots of different toys using 
a wide variety of materials. As well as wood, soft, easy-care texti-
les are also used, providing babies and toddlers with an exciting 
tactile experience when they are playing. For example, plastic or 
silicone is used for gripping toys that help the youngest to relax 
their chewing muscles when they are teething.

 different textures provide 
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Toys for children
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HABA acoustic toys can transport even the youngest into the exciting world of 
sounds. In a fun way, they foster the earliest stages of music comprehension, 
are easy for children‘s hands to grasp and so teach them fine motor skills.

•  hammer bench and (removable) 
metallophone in one

Age: 2  + 

Hammer Bench Frog Concert
304271

Contents:   1 hammer bench, 1 metallophone, 
1 wooden mallet, 1 ball. 
Materials: beech, metal, felt, plywood. 
Dimensions: L 13 x W 26 x H 23 cm, 
ball Ø 4,6 cm. 

Age: 2  + 

Musical Sounds Set
304852

Contents:   1 drum, 1 mallet, 1 resonant
sphere, 1 chiming bell, 1 jingling bell, 1 rattle. 
Materials: plywood, beech, metal. 
Dimensions: drum Ø 10 cm. 

•  musical toy and game of dexterity in one

Age: 2  + 

Drumfish
304851
    
Materials: plywood, beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: 28 x 21 x 5 cm. 

Age: 2 +

6 +  months

•  mesmerizing rattle effect

Rainmaker Rattle Stick
304815
    
Materials: beech, plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø 5 cm, H 10 cm. 

•  fascinating pitter-patter effect

6 +  months

Rainmaker Multicolored
304817
    
Materials: beech, metal, plastic. 
Dimensions: Ø 4,6 cm, H 12,5 cm. 

•  great fun to play with: maneuvering small 
red balls into the crocodile’s mouth

•  rainmaker and game of dexterity in one

Age: 2  + 

Rainmaker Crocodile
304822

Materials: plywood, plastic. 
Dimensions: L 5,5 x W 29,5 x H 1,8 cm. 

Age: 2 +

•  makes entertaining rattle 
sound

Age: 2  + 

Audible Animal Frog
304818
    
Material: beech, polyamide. 
Dimensions: L 6,5 x W 3,8 x H 4,3 cm. 

•  makes an entertaining 
rattling sound when shaken

6 +  months

Audible Animal Snake
304714
    
Material: beech. 
Dimensions: Ø 5,5 cm, L 11 cm. 

•  rings cheerfully when shaken

6 +  months

Audible Animal Hedgehog
304821
    
Material: beech, metal. 
Dimensions: L 9,2 x W 1,9 x H 7,8 cm. 

•  fosters first musical understanding
•  for great acoustic effects and simple melodies
• encourages the musical development of children 

via the medium of play
• easy for small children’s hands to grasp
• fosters the child’s sense of rhythm
• fascinating visual and acoustic effects

Musical toys for children
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•  child’s play to assemble
•  made of environmentally friendly 

material
•  optimum floating properties – in shal-

low water, in the sea or in the bathtub
•  basic design can be upgraded with 

materials found in nature
•  DIY fun for young and old together
•  includes instruction booklet

Terra Kids Cork Boat Kit
304244
    
Material: cork, sisal, wood, steel. 
Dimensions: boat hull l 22,2 x w 9,5 x h 3,8 cm, 
sisal cord 3 m in length. 

•  includes instruction booklet with tips 
on appropriate locations

•  assembled in a few simple steps
•  encourages children to observe the 

behavior of insects
•  makes an active contribution to 

biodiversity
•  recommended by LBV (German 

Association for the Protection of Birds)

Terra Kids Assembly kit Insect Hotel
304543

Contents:  20 parts (incl. screws). 
Materials: wood, metal. 
Dimensions (Insect Hotel when assembled): 
W 28,5 x H 40 x D 28,5 cm. 

• includes instruction booklet with bird 
watching tips

•  assembled in a few simple steps
•  easily opened for cleaning
•  encourages children to observe the 

behavior of birds
•  makes an active contribution to 

biodiversity
•  recommended by LBV (German 

Association for the Protection of Birds)

Terra Kids Assembly Kit Nesting Box
304544

Contents:  19 parts (incl. screws). 
Materials: wood, metal. 
Dimensions: W 28,5 x H 40 x D 28,5 cm. 

Age:   7+ 
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Why? Because for children, playing outdoors in nature is pure adven-
ture, because it is simply the biggest, most beautiful playground in the 
world. There is nowhere else where they can discover and experience 
so many exciting things at once. But sometimes it is also important for 
children have a little incentive to go outside - and then it is even better 
when they have the right equipment. That‘s why for many years now, 
HABA has been developing high-quality outdoor products that children 
really need  that will delight them. Terra Kids stands for the fun of 
exercise and adventure, for fun with puzzling, researching and disco-
vering, and for tools that are specially made for children but that are 
not toys. Over the years, the world of Terra Kids products has grown 
bigger, more exciting and more varied.

To find out even more reasons why outdoors is just better, visit 
www.haba.de/terra-kids. Here you can also discover the whole range of 
Terra Kids products.

It’s Better Outdoors ...
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A round of a board game can often refl ect real life. Everyone tries to win, because 
winning is fun and enjoyable. Understandably, no-one likes losing, but winning and 
losing are part of the game. When they play, children learn a lot -how to deal with 
defeat themselves and celebrate their victories with the other players. They learn 
to be patient until it’s their turn, and they unconsciously train their concentration, 
capacity to react, fi ne motor skills, etc. In short, when children play, it‘s a win-win 
situation - even when they lose a round. 
The HABA games are adapted to meet the different needs, interests and abilities of 
children of all ages. In the large, varied HABA game world, all game fans big and 
small will be sure to fi nd their favorite game. Though the games are different, they 
all have one thing in common – they provide hours of fun!

The highlight of HABA‘s children‘s games for next spring is Hugo’s Hodgepodge. 
the twisty-turny 3D memory game with an XXL game board all about Hugo Hempel 
and his stuff has an original play mechanism with a rotating fi gure and is especially 
exciting as all players share in the excitement with every move. The players try to 
help Hugo Hempel to reach the objects he is looking for amidst all the chaos. To do 
this they need to keep track of things and have a good memory, and must not step 
on each other’s stuff. The fi rst player to pick up four objects wins.

Of course, among the new games there is also something for the smallest fans 
of games. My Very First Games – At the Doctor’s makes the everyday situation of  
“Visiting the Pediatrician“ into a game for the youngest children, from 2 years up-
wards. The game features life-like characters that children can easily identify with, 
as well as an interactive game story. Self-adhesive, removable bandages and thick, 
non-slip card pieces, that show the usual instruments used in pediatrician‘s offi ce, 
ensure that being treated at the pediatrician‘s offi ce can be authentically reprodu-
ced in a way that is appropriate for children. 

The new HABA travel games in a can are perfect for traveling by car, plane or train. 
When they are playing a game Floaty Fight! or a round of Cap’n Sudoku, time just 
fl ies by. Also with the classic running game Air Bears – Island Running, a holiday 
atmosphere is created when you travel. What‘s particularly practical is that The 
magnetic pieces stay fi rmly attached to the solid metal can so nothing gets lost. 

For years, HABA Family Games have brought all generations together at a games 
table, and superior strategies and tactical tile laying are needed just as much as 
quick-witted people and know-all‘s, lucky guys and good losers. The game is always 
changing but one thing always remains the same - there is always lots of fun to be 
had over several rounds. 

The latest new family games will be presented in autumn 2019. 
All the fans of family games may be getting curious already! 

HABA Children‘s Games
... everyone gets a chance here!
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304682

Author: Marco Teubner 
Illustration:  Timo Grubing 

Contents:  1 game board, 1 sofa, 
1 table, 1 chest of drawers, 1 floor 
lamp, 1 “Hugo Hempel” play figure 
(+ 2 silicone feet and 1 wooden 
cylinder), 66 chaos cards, 4 card 
stands, 1 set of instructions.

So much junk in Hempel’s house! And right in the 
middle of it all is Hugo Hempel, who is making his way 
through the chaos. The players try to help him reach 
the objects they are looking for. To do this they need to 
keep track of things and have a good memory, and 
must not step on each other’s stuff. The first player to 
pick up four objects wins. 

 A crazy memory game. 

•  unique play mechanism with rotating figure
•  all players share in the excitement with every move
•  3D furniture made of cardboard and XXL game board

2  - 4  Players

20 Min.

5   -  99  Years

 Find the object you are looking 
for in the chaos ...

 ... and twist and turn Hugo 
cleverly through the junk.

 Be the fi rst to collect 4 objects 
to win the game!

Hugo’s Hodgepodge
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Large Game
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304697

Authors: Wilfried and Marie Fort 
Illustration:  Maximilian Meinzold 

Contents:   1 large Viking Valley 
game board (to be pieced 
together from 7 parts), 8 Viking 
flags, 4 Viking counters, 1 card-
board bat, 4 ships (each to be 
assembled from 4 cardboard 
sections), 1 bowling ball, 24 gold 
coins, 4 wooden barrels, 1 set of 
instructions.

In the Valley of the Vikings, the annual barrel bowling 
contest is taking place. Now courage, skill and risk-
taking are required so that the players use the ball 
to knock down the right barrels, and cleverly position 
their Vikings on the dock. But the player who ventures 
too far and is first to fall in the water goes away 
empty-handed. The player who captures the most 
gold coins wins. 

 A tactical game of skill. 

•  immersive extra large game board
•  four 3D Viking ships and 24 gold coins
•  excitement right through to the very end

2  - 4  Players

15  -  20 Min.

6   -  99  Years

 Knock the barrels over with the 
bowling ball…

 ...move the Vikings along the 
dock…

 ...and capture gold coins!

Valley of the Vikings
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Large Game
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304648

Author: Annemarie Wolke
Illustration: Sandy Thißen 

Contents:  4 patient boards, 1 doctor 
figure, 1 medicine cabinet, 1 doctor’s 
case, 6 (cardboard) medical instru-
ments, 2 bandages, 2 drops of oint-
ment, 20 gummy bear counters, 
1 set of instructions.

At Dr. Liebherz’s office, there is never a dull moment: 
Linus has come for his vaccination, Greta has had an 
accident and Emma has a cough. The players help the 
doctor to make her little patients feel better. In free 
play, the players familiarize themselves with the instru-
ments. The actual game has simple rules requiring a 
good memory, because the players are now allowed 
to help treat the patients. And in the interactive game 
narrative, they can experience a fascinating day at the 
doctor’s office. 

 An instructive matching game. 

•  preparation for a visit to the doctor via the medium 
of play

•  includes  self-adhesive toy bandages

1  - 4  Players

10 Min.

2 +  Years

My Very First Games – At the doctor’s
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My Very First Games
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304761

Author:  Kristin Dittmann 
Illustration:  Sabine Kraushaar 

Contents:   3 animal figures, 
3 cuddly toys, 3 beds, 3 pillows, 
3 blankets, 20 tiles, 1 template 
1 set of instructions.

It’s time to go to bed! But the rabbit, bear and cat are 
unable to settle down because their beds, pillows and 
covers are all muddled up. What’s more, the animals 
each want their favorite stuffed toy. If the children have 
good powers of memory and a bit of luck in turning 
over the tiles, they can succeed in getting their animal 
into bed first. 

 Three matching games with a bedtime theme. 

•  generously-sized, child-friendly game components 
made of wood and sturdy cardboard

•  a highly relevant parent-child topic handled in a 
playful way

1  - 3  Players

10 Min.

2 +  Years

My Very First Games – Off to bed!
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304532

Author: Markus Nikisch 
Illustration:  Thies Schwarz 

Contents:  4 tourist figures, 1 game 
board, 4 reference boards showing 
flags, 76 playing cards (51 country 
cards, 16 answer cards, 8 risk cards, 
1 Do-Not-Look! card, 1 set of instruc-
tions.

The bus is crisscrossing Europe, passing through 51 
countries. No wonder the tourists are gradually beco-
ming disoriented. Can you figure out what country you 
are in? The sooner a country is correctly identified, the 
more points will be awarded. The player who knows 
the map of Europe best and can get his/her tourist 
around the board first is the winner. 

 A fast-paced knowledge-based game. 

•  explore Europe via the medium of play
•  higher-level variant for “experts” on Europe
•  fun for the whole family

2  - 4  Players

20 Min.

8   -  99  Years
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Educational Game

The Countries of Europe
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304508

Author: Heinz Meister 
Illustration:  Christine Faust 

Contents:  8 magic pouches, 
10 wooden figures, 10 cards, 
10 blank cards for custom labeling, 
1 set of instructions.

We’ve all been victims at one time or another of those bra-
zen goblins who scurry around the nursery, when no one is 
looking, and hide the toys. Now players can get everything 
back! When everyone joins hands and calls out “Fiddle 
Faddle!”, the hunt is on for the missing items in the magic 
pouches. If a player feels for a toys and takes the wrong 
one, then they are out for the rest of the round. Players 
with sensitive fingertips can recover the correct lost toys. 

 A lively tactile game. 

•  includes blank cards for labeling to expand scope of game
•  includes 10 wooden figures
•  includes less boisterous game variant
•  updated version of the popular educational classic

2  - 4  Players

5  -  10 Min.

3   -  6  Years

 feel  recognize  … and name

Fiddle Faddle!
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304925

Author: Kristin Mückel 
Illustration:  Stephanie Roehe 

Contents:  4 unicorns: Glitterluck 
(hot pink), Stardust (yellow), Marvel 
Flower (purple), and Magic Swirl 
(turquoise), 1 baby unicorn Rosalie 
(pink), 1 cloud castle, 5 large white 
clouds and 5 smaller blue clouds, 
1 die, 1 cloud game board, 16 double 
sided cloud tiles, 10 cloud crystals, 
1 set of instructions

The five unicorns are often visited by friends in their 
cloud castle. And because they don’t have enough 
space there anymore, they have to build onto the 
castle. The players work together, with great finesse, in 
stacking the unicorns and clouds. If players can skillfully 
stack as well as collect all ten cloud crystals, then they 
all win together. 

 A cooperative stacking game. 

•  includes 5 cute wooden unicorns and 10 clouds
•  includes 10 pink glittery cloud crystals
•  simple rules let you start playing quickly
•  new game in the successful Unicorn Glitterluck series

1  - 4  Players

15 Min.

4   -  99  Years

Unicorn Glitterluck – Cloud Stacking

Available with 
English packaging.
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304513

Author: Justin Lee 
Illustration:  Anna-Lena Kühler 

Contents:  1 starting game board, 
8 path strips, 1 die, 8 wooden 
animals, 1 barn, 1 set of cards, 
1 set of instructions.

Now and then the young residents of Fridolin’s farm 
like to run away and have to be brought back to the 
barn with the help of the players. To do this, they need 
some luck rolling the dice and have to work well 
together. If the players make sure that no animal leaves 
the last space on the path, and therefore the farm, 
then they have won together. 

 An entertaining cooperative dice and running game. 

•  includes 8 wooden animal figures
•  easy to understand rules allows play to start quickly

2  - 4  Players

5  -  15 Min.

4   -  99  Years

Barnyard Bunch
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  Bring along game S
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304572

Author: Jean-Franç�ois Rochas 
Illustration:  Oliver Freudenreich 

Contents:  25 cards with dog 
portraits, 25 cards showing canine 
hind quarters, 4 wooden bones, 
1 set of instructions.

In the area of the park where people come to exercise 
their dogs, the owners are desperately looking for their 
pets and urgently need help. The players have to look 
closely to find out which hind quarters go with which 
dog. Then they need to act quickly. But be careful as 
some dogs look confusingly similar! The player who 
finds the most matching dogs wins. 

 A dog theme matching game. 

•  simple rules so that everyone quickly gets into the 
game

•  includes 4 wooden bones

2  - 4  Players

10  -    15 Min.

5   -  99  Years

Polly Poodle
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2  -   Spieler

10   Min.

5   -  99  Jahre

1  -   Spieler

10   Min.

5   -  99  Jahre

2  - 4  Spieler

10   Min.

4   -  99  Jahre

304900

Illustration:  Sandra Kretzmann 

Contents:   2 magnetic game 
boards, 10 magnetic floaty tiles in 
2 colors, 2 dry-wipe marker pens, 
1 dry-wipe cloth, 1 set of instruc-
tions.

  Players guesswork and powers 
of deduction to discover the 
whereabouts of all the 
opponent’s floaties wins the 
game.  

304667

Illustration:  Sandra Kretzmann 

Contents:   2 magnetic game 
boards, 26 magnetic Sudoku tiles, 
1 envelope with 25 double-sided 
puzzle cards, 1 set of instructions.

304899

Illustration:  Sandra Kretzmann 

Contents:   2 magnetic game 
boards, 12 magnetic vacation 
bears in 4 colors, 1 magnetic 
wheel of fortune (with arrow), 
1 set of instructions.

The aim of the game is to 
correctly fill all the empty 
squares on the puzzle card 
with Sudoku tiles.  

If you are in luck and plan 
your flights well, you can get 
your bears to their holiday 
destination first and win the 
game.  

•  perfect for car, boat, airplane, train and bus travel
•  magnetic parts hold firm to the stable metal tin
•  comprehensive material for playtime pleasure

Floaty Fight!

Cap’n Sudoku

Air Bears

Available with 
English packaging.

Available with 
English packaging.
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Travel Games
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304527

Author: Thilo Hutzler 
Illustration:  Thies Schwarz 

Contents:  30 backpakc tiles, 
1 backpack layout, 1 piece of 
candy, 1 set of instructions.

School is going to begin soon, and it is time to pack 
your backpack! Who has a good memory and can best 
remember where the books, scissors, and sandwiches 
are? The first player to arrange a backpack using six 
tiles wins. 

 An exciting memory arranging game. 

•  a great gift for preschoolers
•  it’s lots of fun to pack your backpack

304522

Author: Kristin Dittmann 
Illustration:  Natallia Karas 

Contents:  20 season tiles, 1 spin-
ning disk with arrow, 4 adhesive 
dots, 1 set of instructions.

The seasons are completely mixed up! All the players 
help get the season tiles in the right order again. The 
player who has a good memory and is lucky when spin-
ning the disk will be the first one to place four different 
tiles in front of them and win. 

 A crazy matching game. 

•  a great gift for preschoolers
•  with colorful spinning disk

2  - 5  Players

10  Min.

5   -  99  Years

2  - 4  Players

10 Min.

4   -  99  Years

My Backpack Memory Game

Our Seasons
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2  - 6  Players

10 min  Min.

6   -  99  Years
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Pixie gifts

304517

Authors: Kristin Dittmann, 
Annemarie Wolke 
Illustration:  Dennis Lohausen 

Contents:  44 number tiles, 5 wooden 
starting tiles, 1 “golden acorn” winner 
tile, 1 set of game instructions.

While playing in the forest, the animal friends have 
mixed up the many number tiles. Now the players 
have to get the numbers back in the right sequence. 
They need some luck when turning tiles over and 
have to remember which tiles the other players have 
turned over. The first player to lay out a sequence of 
8 consecutive number tiles wins. 

 An exciting number arranging game. 

•  a great gift for preschoolers
•  playfully discover the range of numbers from 0 to 10

304561

Illustration:  Christian Fiore 

Contents:   52 domino cards, 
1 Dragon Dave, 1 die, 1 set of 
instructions.

There’s always something happening in this game collection: 
First, Dragon Dave is making his rounds on the domino cards, 
and then there’s word chaos in Dragonland and the domino 
cards must be put in the right order. You will be able to 
expand your spelling and vocabulary, which will help you win 
the Dragon Race or ABC Dominoes. 

 A letter game collection with two exciting game ideas. 

•  a great gift for first graders
•  playfully trains vocabulary

2  - 4  Players

5 min  Min.

5   -  99  Years

Number Sequence

Letter Dominoes
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2  - 4  Players

5  -  10 Min.

5   -  99  Years

304622

Author: Markus Nikisch 
Illustration:  Paletti-Comics 

Contents:  4 racing cars, 1 die, 
1 black starting stick, 9 white race-
track sticks, 2 turbo chips, 1 set of 
instructions.

2  - 4  Players

5  -  10 Min.

5   -  99  Years

304619

Author: Wolfgang Dirscherl 
Illustration:  Paletti-Comics 

Contents:  12 dinosaur tiles, 
1 colored die, 1 symbol die, 1 set 
of instructions.

2  - 4  Players

5  -  10 Min.

5   -  99  Years

304628

Author: Wolfgang Dirscherl 
Illustration:  Paletti-Comics 

Contents:  11 wooden cat chips, 
1 die, 1 set of instructions.

Turbo Race

Mini Kitties

T-Rex

Who will be the first to 
make two laps and cross 
the finish line first? With 
some luck rolling the 
dice you can earn the 
coveted turbo chips to 
boost your car ahead. 

 A turbocharged car race. 

•  many cute wooden 
game materials

•  small game, big fun

The dinosaurs are out! Now 
we need true dinosaur 
experts who don’t lose 
track of things during the 
turbulent search. The two 
dice decide which dinosaur 
is sought. Which player will 
find the correct matching 
dinosaur and can hold onto 
it and protect it during the 
game? 

 A turbulent snatching 
game. 

•  small game, big fun
•  simple rules let you start 

playing quickly

Which player has a lucky 
hand and will drop the 
cat chips skillfully? Play-
ers may drop different 
numbers of cat chips 
from their hands and, 
with a little luck, will 
manage to get the right 
number of cats. 

 A puuurrfect game of 
chance. 

•  includes many wooden 
game pieces

•  small game, big fun

2  - 4  Players

5  -  10 Min.

5   -  99  Years

304625

Author: Markus Nikisch 
Illustration:  Paletti-Comics 

Contents: 4 fairies, 3 magic wands, 
1 set of instructions.

Lucky Fairy

Who will be the first player 
to float their wooden fairy 
figure over the magic wands 
to the finish line? Some luck 
and clever guesses will earn 
players more wands and 
make their fairies fly the far-
thest to beat the opponents. 

 A magical fairy race. 

•  includes four wooden lucky 
fairies

•  small game, big fun
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